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An actual problem of the modern physics of elementary particles, the research of 
strong interaction processes at large distances and high energies, is considered in th~ 
framework of different approaches by tising variotis models of the structure.of hadrons 
and the dynamics of their interactions (see e.g. [l]). The diffraction scattering cannot 
yet be described quantitatively in the framework of the perturbative QCD. Therefore, 
it is.necessary to apply the different models which can describe the hadron-hadron 
interaction at large distances [2]. The research of elastic scattering requires the 
knowledge of properties of the pomeron, the object determining the interaction of 
hadrons in this range. In this case the study of the structure and spin properties of 
both the hadron and the pomeron acqtiires a special role. In a number of works [3-5] 
the dynamical model with taking account of the interaction at large distances·has 
been developed. The model is based on the general quantum field theory principles 
(analyticity;unitarity and so on) and takes into account basic information on the 
structure of a hadron as a compound system with a>central part region where the 
valence quarks are concentrated and a long-distance region where the color~singlet 
quark-gluon field occurs. · 

Let us consider the nucleon-nucleon scattering. In [4] on the basis of sum rules it 
has been shown that·the main contribution to hadron interaction at large distances 
comes from the triangle diagram with 271' -meson exchange in the t-channel. As a 
result, the hadron amplitude can be represented as a sum of central and peripheral 
parts of. the interaction: 

T(s, t) ex Tc(s, t) + Tp(s, t) (1) 

where Tc(s, t) describes the interaction between the central parts of hadrons;' and 
Tv(s, t) is the sum of c~ntributions of diagram~ corresponding to the .interacti9n~ of 
the central part of one hadron on the meson cloud of the other. The contribution of 
these diagr~s to the scattering amplitude with an N(~-isoba,r) in th~ intermediate 
state looks as follows {5]: 
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Ttlil(s, t) = g;;;)!) j d4qT,rN(s;t)'PN(A)[(k - q), q
2
]'PN(A)[(p - ,q), q2] 

. r,\1 ,\2 (q P k ) . . . 
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(q2 -:-- Mfv(!:,.) + iE][(k - q)2 - µ 2 + iE][(p - q)2 - µ 2 +if]'. 

. Here Ai, >.2 are helicities of nucleons; T,rN is the 7l' N-scattering amplitude; r is a 
matrix element of the numerator of' the representation of the diagram ; cp are vertex 

. functions cliosen in· the dipole form with the parameters f3,Jc1:,.i: . . 
.,,,1, . '. , . ' . ,' ' ,, .. 

( 
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The model with the N and~ contribution provides a self-consistent picture.of 
the differential cross sections and spin phenomt•na of different hadron processes at 



high energies. Really, parameters in the amplitude determined from one reaction, for 
example, elastic pp-scattering, allow one to obtain a wide range of results for elastic 
meson_-nucleon scattering and charge-exchange reaction 11"-p-+ 7r

0n at high energies. 
It is essential that the model predicts large polarization effects for all considered 

reactions . at. high and super high energies (5]. The predictions are in good agree
ment with the experimental data in the energy region available for experiment. Also 
note th~t just the effect of large distances determines a large value of the spin-flip 
amplitude of the charge-exchange reaction [6]. · 

The. model takes into account the s -+ u crossing diagrams in the scattering 
amplitude, which leads to the asymptotic equality of the proton-proton and proton
antiproton cross sections as.s -+ oo. An important property of this model is that it 
can be _applied to the proton-anti proton scattering at sufficiently low energies. Thus, 
the behavior-of the proton-proton and proton- antiproton differential cross sections 
at PL,= 40GeV and PL= 1850GeV acquires a natural explanation (7]. 

The model gives the universal behavior of the diffra~tion peak slope for all hadron 
reactions (4] .. More .th.an a decade, the description of the proton-proton sc~ttering 
at small transfer momenta and energies of ISR showed the possibility of oscillations 
of the diffe;ential cross sections w_it,h a small amplitude about several percent (8]. 
A more careful analysis of. the differential cross sections in the coulomb region of 
tra'.n~fer m:omenta aiso revealed this possibility [9]. At the same time, the model gave 
the understanding of the effect of oscillation reve\1,lcd in [l O]. Such big oscillations are 
caused by changing the slope of the differential cross sections with transfer momenta, 
on the one hand, and its description in terms of the exponential form, on the other 
hand [8]. The predictions of the model in the range of the second diffraction peak 
coincide with the'expeririiental data at ,/s= 630GeV [11]. 

Now let us··compare' our model predictions [3, 11, 5] with the recent data of UA4 
ccillaboratfon (12}; The data are very precise and give errors only of several percent. 
The model predictions for the behavior of the slope of the diffraction peak made 
for ,Is= 540GeV give B(s, t) = 15.5Gev-2 at O < !ti < .15GeV2 and p(s, t) = 
ImT(s,t)/ReT(s,t) = .14 at ft!= .001GeV62. 

As can be seen from figure, the model predictions are in go~d agreement with 
the new experimental data. \Ve obtain. x2 /2N = 158/99 with no change of model 
parameters. However, as the _value of the cross sections in the model was normalized 
to the experimental data in tlie range of energies of ISR which have the bias errors 
about 10 -20. percent, we can insert a further norm about 5 percent into our model 
predictions. Then, x2 /2N = 102/99. It shoulcl be noted that in'. the range of small 
transfer momenta the model leads_ to a smooth change of the slope of the· differential 
cross sections with growing ft!. For the energy range under discussi~n we' have_ tli~" 
following value of the slope (see Table ). 

Our predictions for the range ·of small transfer momenta at ,Is-= 1.8TeV are 
shown in figure.The values of the parameters p(s, t) and B(s, t) for that energy are 
also presented in Table. As is obvious from Table, both p(s, t) and B(s, t) depend 
heavily on s and t. 
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Figure : ------ the model predictions for.pp - scattering; 
q - the experimental unnormalized data UA4 [12], 
- - - - - - - - - - our predictions at ,Is= 1.8TeV 

TABLE 

-t ,Is =54lGeV VS= lS00GeV 
GeV2 p(s, t) · B(s,t)GeV- _, p(s,t) B(s,t)Gev-• 
.001 .141 16.8 .182 18.1 
.014 .135 16.5 .178 17.7 
.066 · .112 15.5 .161 16.G · 
.120 .089 14.9 .143 15.9 

At this energy we can sec some oscillations of the cross sections with a very small 
ampljtude and the period depending on transfer momenta. Now we can only remark 
that the possibility of existence of such oscillations requires more careful theoretical 
and experimental research. 

The results which rather well describe the experimental _data at ,Is= 540GeV 
were obtained in the model [13]. Note that like all modificati~ns uf the Chow-Yang 
model, it. predicts the appearance of a strongly mc1rked diffraction structure at su- · 
per high energies. W~ 'must empha;ize that only our niodel gives such a large growth 
both of differential and total cross sections and has no shri.rp dips in the cross sections· 
at superhigh energies. _ 

', Thtis;:it is clear that the most· distinctive 'predictions of. different models• belong 
to the range of It!~ 1:GeV2

• So, our prediction for the cross section at ·,1s = 2.TeV 
and ft!= 1.GeV2 is da/dt = 0.0213111/,/GeV-2 [4] c1ll(l the prediction of the model 
[13] da/dt = 0.0112mb/GeV-2 

• Th<' <liffercme of modd predictions in the range of 
small transfer momenta is basically'iu the Y~lues of p(s,t) and its dependence on s 
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and t. It should be noted that the change of the parameters of the differential cross 
sections at small transfer momenta requires a very careful analysis.of the procedure 
of determining these parameters, ·cs.pecially in obtaining the value of the total cr~ss 
sections [9] as well as fur:thcr theoretical research and measurement of the differential 
cross sections in the coulombic range of superhigh energies. · 
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I'oJIOCKOKOB C.B., KyJiemoB C.II., CemomH O.B. 
IloBeAem1e HaKJioHa ynpyroro HYKJIOHHOro pacce.sIHWI np11 Ma
JlhIX nepeAa11ax 11MnyJibCa 11 nOCJieAHHe AaHHhle UA4/2 
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IlpeACKa3aHH.si AHHaM1111ecKoii MOAeJIH wrn noBeAeHH.sI HaKJioHa 11 APYmx 
napaMe-rpoB AH(p(pepeHIJ,HaJibHbIX ce11eHHH conoCTaBJI.sIIOTC.sI C nOCJieAHHMH 
AaHHbIMH KOJIJla6opaD,HH UA4/2 B o6JiaCTH MaJihIX nepeAall 11MnyJibca 113Hep
mn B cncreMe 11,eHTpa Macc,paBHoii 541 I'3B. PaccMaTpHBaJOTC.sI npeACKa3aHWI 
Ha CBepXBhICOKHe 3HepmH. 

Pa6oTa BhIITOJIHeHa B Jia6opaTOp1111 TeopeT1111ecKoii (pH3HKH OM5Ili. 

IlpenpHHT 06,,e,111HeHHOl'O HHCTHTJTa ll,lepHblX MCCJJe,iouaHHH. ,lcy6Ha, 1993 
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Theoretical predictions for the behavior of the slope of the nucleon-nucleon 
scattering and other parameters of the differential cross sections in the 
framework of the dynamic model are compared with the recent UA4/2 data at 
small transfer momenta and at a centre-of-mass energy of 541 Ge V. Prediction~ 
at superhigh energies are considered. 
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